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GIREVE consolidates its position in the UK
with Franklin Energy
Leading electric vehicle charging technology company, Franklin Energy, joined GIREVE’s roaming
platform to open its network to roaming. Franklin Energy got connected to GIREVE to make its
charging points available on the roaming platform. All public charging points of the network will now
be accessible and open to roaming for new users with diﬀerent e-mobility solutions.

ABOUT GIREVE
To support the rapid growth of electric mobility,
GIREVE brings industry operators together:
charging point operators, car manufacturers,
energy suppliers, public institutions…
GIREVE is an integrated platform oﬀering
innovative services that enable mobility
operators to easily build partnerships. GIREVE
provides and develops the link that enables
true electric mobility roaming by acting as
an interface between a diversity of dissimilar
systems.

Franklin Energy is operating the network of charging points named
LiFe. Currently focused in the North of the UK, it is going to expand
across the country and into Ireland within the 12 months, reaching
100 charging points by the end of 2019. Access to the LiFe network is
made via smartphone app or RFID card.
To Bruno Lebrun, CEO of GIREVE, “With Franklin Energy, we are
consolidating our presence in the UK, where we are not as successful
as in the rest of EU so far. We are happy to have an opportunity to
show how relevant roaming can be for British operators and EV
drivers”
To Robert Byrne, Founder and Managing Director of Franklin
Energy “The UK is behind the Nordic markets when it comes to
inter roaming, and we want to be seen as a leader in interoperability.
We have partnered with GIREVE due to their excellent roaming
service, close relationship with tier one EV manufactures and ease
of integration to our network. GIREVE will open up our LiFe network
to thousands of new EV drivers across Europe, making the customer
journey and charging experience seamless for the end user.”

Charging point operators achieve the high
proﬁle needed to ensure the proﬁtability of
their facilities, and e-mobility service providers
enhance their service oﬀering to drivers.
Its goal is to provide competitive electric
mobility that beneﬁts everyone.
www.gireve.com

ABOUT FRANKLIN ENERGY
Franklin Energy is leading electric vehicle
charging provider based in Liverpool and provide
charge points to both business and commercial
customers. The company runs the LiFe network,
which Franklin Energy plans to expand to include
1,500 fast and 700 rapid points by the end of
2021.
www.franklinenergy.co.uk
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